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[THE SOAPBOX] Welcome to the Premiere Issue!

Why launch a new magazine
for a market segment that
ostensibly represents a smaller
and smaller piece of the photographic pie? (as the digicam
tidal wave takes over mainstream photography)
First off, while the digicam
marketplace is indeed growing by leaps and bounds, the
medium and large format market is growing as well, just not
as fast. Secondly, I wanted a
magazine that was available
to a broad international market, was free, had lots of color,
featured plenty photographs,
did in-depth reviews of new
and collectible equipment, and
most importantly, promoted
the un-sung heros of medium
and large format photography.
Those deserving souls who have
not quite “hit it big” yet.
It is my firm belief that the
best photography today is being made by thousands of such

largely invisible creative souls.
Many have been quietly working
in this medium for years and
haven’t a chance of ever being covered by a main-stream
publication.
So I want to give them (perhaps you) a chance at letting
the world see some really new,
fresh faces. And along for the
ride, I know you will see some
really new, fresh photography!
Each issue will be
chock full of medium
and large format
goodies — from
portfolios and
interviews to
toolkits, equipment reviews,
and tips and
techniques. But
most of all, we will
feature lots and lots
of big photographs.
Given that this is a hybrid
magazine which you can either
read online or print to your inkjet, we are not constrained by
the typical print cost structure
of ordinary magazines. So highlighting multiple portfolios and
reviews is possible. As such, we
intend to add many more pages

in future issues.

Kudos and criticism can be addressed directly to me.
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elcome to the very first
issue of MAGNAchrom
— the hybrid magazine
for lovers of big cameras and the people who use
them. (yes, the double entendre is intended!)

Our goal is to
evolve into nothing less that the premier publication devoted
to all things medium and large
format. With your help and
guidance we can get there. So
please be sure to suggest future articles as well as propose
portfolios to consider! (however, submissions should only
be made through our website).

J Michael Sullivan
Editor in Chief

1.1

About MAGNAchrom:

Advertising with MAGNAchrom:

MAGNAchrom is an advertiser-supported, hybrid magazine published bimonthy, six times per year. It is available for free to registered users by
downloading from our website at www.magnachrom.com.

MAGNAchrom offers advertisers a
choice of four ad sizes based on the A4
paper format oriented horizontally.

You are encouraged to download it, save it to your harddisk and print it
on your printer. However, you may not resell it, nor put a copy of any issue on any network where it would be accessible by someone browsing
the internet. Additionally, you may not translate it, nor create derivative
versions of any of the articles, photographs, illustrations nor of the issue
in part or in its entirety. Doing so will make us very mad. And trust us,
you don’t want that. Instead, you may place a link to the MAGNAchrom
website and let people download it for themselves.

Artwork should be supplied either as
RGB EPS or RGB PDF or RGB TIFF
(flattened, no layers) TIFF format @
300dpi using the dimensions indicated
below. We do not offer scanning nor
ad layout services at this time. Do not
send CMYK “color separated” files. We
reserve the right to refuse any advertisement that we deem inconsistent
with our target audience.
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The full Terms of use can be found at www.magnachrom.com/legal
At the end of the first year, the entire Volume 1 (all six issues) will be
printed in a limited edition, high-resolution, bound volume and available
for sale.
This issue and all the content in it is © 2006 MAGNAchrom LLC. All rights
reserved.
EDITOR/PUBLISHER:
J Michael Sullivan
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER:
Bob Kuszewski
ADVISORY BOARD:
Banefsheh Etehmam, Lance Keimig, Liz Haywood-Sullivan
LEGAL COUNCIL:
Alesia Flemming, Esq.
WEBSITE:
www.magnachrom.com
ADVERTISING:
www.magnachrom.com/advertising
PORTFOLIO PROPOSALS:
www.magnachrom.com/proposal
KUDOS & CRITICISM:
editor@magnachrom.com

How to Print MAGNAchrom on your
inkjet printer:
While you can certainly just hit the
“print” button, the result will not be a
magazine, but rather a bunch of individual pages. We suggest the following
simple procedure to improve the overall visual experience of each issue.
1. First, be sure to use an opaque
paper as you will be printing back to
back. There is nothing worse than
seeing the type from the following
page show through a nice photo.

Full Page (A4 horizontal)
210mm height by 297mm wide
49p7.28 height by 70p1.89 wide
8.267” height by 11.693” wide
2480 pixels height by 3508 pixels wide

2. Now you are ready to print. In your
print dialog box, select Reverse Order and Sequence: Odd Pages Only.
Then print. Only the odd pages
(starting with page 1, the front
cover, will print)

3/4 Page
210mm height by 217.986mm wide
49p7.28 height by 52p2.917 wide
8.267” height by 8.592” wide
2406 pixels height by 2575 pixels wide

3. When your odd pages have finished
printing, take your entire output,
flip it over, and re-insert it into your
printer with the back of the cover on
the top of the paper stack.

1/2 Page
210mm height by 145.324mm wide
49p7.28 height by 34p3.945 wide
8.267” height by 5.721” wide
2480 pixels height by 1716 pixels wide

4. In your print dialog, select Reverse
Order and Sequence: Even Pages
Only. Then select print. This will
print the even pages onto the back
of the previously printed odd pages,
starting with the inside front cover.

1/4 Page
210mm height by 72.662mm wide
49p7.28 height by 17p1.972 wide
8.267” height by 2.861” wide
2480 pixels height by 858 pixels wide
Note: text copy or borders should be
no closer than 1 pica from any edge.
Also, you can optionally bleed any
background color or image an additional 1 pica beyond any edge.
To inquire about current ad rates,
please send email to:
advertise@magnachrom.com

5. When you are done bind the output
using whatever method you have
available (we suggest wire-o binding
along the left-hand edge)
6. ENJOY!

MAGNAchromagnon

Volume 1, Issue 1, Build 1
©2006 MAGNAchrom LLC. All rights reserved.
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Contents of this issue:

I

n the beginning God created the heaven and the earth
And the earth was without form, and void;
and darkness was upon the face of the deep.
And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.
And God said, Let there be light; and there was light.
And God saw the light, that it was good:
and God divided the light from the darkness.
— Genesis 1: 1-4 (KJV)

S

o if you are a dedicated
big camera user, what are
your options if you want to
shoot digital?

Fortunately, if you already own
645 equipment such as Mamiya
or Contax then your investment
is secure as most of the oneshot digital back manufacturers
attempt to make use as much of
the 56mm x 42mm 645 frame
as possible. Today there are a
variety of one-shot digital backs
in various resolutions (and price
points) from 16 megapixels up
to 39 megapixels. It remains to
be seen how viable this market is as there has been a lot of
consolidation recently.
Unfortunately, the sad reality
is that none of the single shot
backs available today fully cover a full-frame 645 much less a
6x7 or 6x8 (although some get
pretty close to covering 645).
For large format you have even
fewer choices, primarily scanning backs. And at 3”x4” they
too cover only a fraction of a
4x5. One bright spot: used with
a panoramic adapter a scanning
back can really produce huge
image files that rival anything
film can produce.

MAGNAchrom v1.1

2006: LARGE/MEDIUM FORMAT DIGITAL BACKS

C

omparing the physical
size of the various sensors to their film counterparts is eye-opening.
What we see is that
many of the “medium
format” sensors are only slightly bigger than 35mm! Only a
handful of available sensors get
close to covering a 645 image
area. 6x6, 6x7, and 6x8 sensors are nowhere to be found.
The other interesting tidbit is
that many of the medium format digital backs have higher
pixel densities than their 35mm
counterparts (for example the
Canon 5d offers 61 lp/mm resolution). What this means is that
they generally are noisier and
require significant post processing (via RAW conversion) to
remove the noise.

MAGNAchrom v1.1



[eMotion75]
36mm x 48mm
1807 mm2 area
60 mm diagonal
4994 x 6668 pixels
69.5 lp/mm resolution

[Phase 1 P45]
36.8mm x 49.1mm
1807 mm2 area
61 mm diagonal
5412 x 7216 pixels
73.5 lp/mm resolution

Canon 5d
23.9mm x 35.8mm
856 mm2
2912 x 4368 pixels
61 lp/mm resolution

[BetterLight 6K-2]
72mm x 96mm
6912 mm2 area
120mm diagonal
6,000 x 8,000 pixels
(9,000 x 12,000)
41.5 lp/mm resolution

Canon 20d/30d
15 x 22.5mm
2336 x 3504 pixels
78 lp/mm resolution
Canon 1Ds MkII
24mm x 36mm
864 mm2
3328 x 4992 pixels
69.5 lp/mm resolution

[6x7 film]
69mm x 56mm
3808 mm2 area
88mm diagonal

[645 film]
42mm x 56mm
2352 mm2 area
70mm diagonal

Note: The
MegaVision is
available in
both color and
B&W

[MegaVision E4]
36mm x 36mm
1296 mm2 area
51 mm diagonal
4000 x 4000 pixels
55.5 lp/mm res.

[Panoscan Mark III]
or
[BetterLight 6K-2 w/ Panoramic Adapter]

[Phase 1 P30]
33.1mm x 44.2mm
1463 mm2 area
55 mm diagonal
4872 x 6496 pixels
73.5 lp/mm resolution

[Phase 1 P21]
33.1mm x 44.2mm
1463 mm2 area
55 mm diagonal
3678 x 4904 pixels
105.5 lp/mm resolution

72mm x 812.5mm
58,500 mm2 area
360 deg panorama
6,000 x 65,000 pixels (maximum)
41.5 lp/mm resolution

M

One thing to keep in mind: many one-shot digital backs internally
are quite noisy — particularly in the shadows. Processing through
RAW conversion “cleans up” the data (and sharpens it too). So don’t
let anyone tell you that digital is “noise free” — it simply isn’t true. A
fairer comparison with scanned film would be to “de-noise” the film
scan with software like NoiseNinja and use that for comparison (look
for such an article from MAGNAchrom in a future issue).
Also, digital backs with higher pixel densities are typically noisier than
those with lower densities. Experience shows us that scanning backs with
their tri-linear arrays deliver the cleanest unprocessed data of any other
CCD digital back. Since the 6K-2 BetterLight has a resolution of 41.5 lp/
mm, one can reasonably expect that a back with 69.5 lp/mm resolution
would be intrinsically (69.5/41.5)2 or 2.8 times as noisy (you just won’t
see the difference as RAW processing attempts to eliminate it).



5x7
@ 1200 dpi = 6,000 x 8,400 pixels
@ 1600 dpi = 8,000 x 11,200 pixels
@ 2400 dpi = 12,000 x 16,800 pixels
@ 3200 dpi = 16,000 x 22,400 pixels

4x5
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ost of us continue to use our “big” cameras primarily with film
as only film is optimally sized to the lenses and movements the
way they were originally designed. Which leaves us with a very
viable digital solution: scanning our film. What’s interesting is
that even at 2400dpi a large sheet of film produces exceptional digital
files. At 4000dpi you are approaching the limit of the silver crystals in
terms of resolving power. And in spite of what you might hear on the
internet, a properly scanned 4x5 or larger piece of film has a huge edge
on pretty much any single shot digital solution available today. Assuming your medium and large format equipment is already paid for, you
will get many years of service from your current investment.

@ 1200 dpi = 4,800 x 6,000 pixels
@ 1600 dpi = 6,400 x 8,000 pixels
@ 2400 dpi = 9,600 x 12,000 pixels
@ 3200 dpi = 12,800 x 16,000 pixels

One other thing to consider: most “great” film lenses have trouble
resolving more than about 40 lp/mm consistently across the image
area. Exceptional (specialty) lenses can deliver 60 lp/mm, but typically only in the center. So what you need to ask yourself is are you
getting your money’s worth when plunking down tens of thousands of
dollars on a back that probably has more density than your lens can
deliver? If anything, this fact alone argues strongly for BIGGER sensors that fully cover 6x7 or 6x8 with LOWER pixel densities!
However, will anyone ever produce a 6x7 or 6x8 one-shot digital back?
It isn’t likely as the market is so small for camera manufacturers to
take the risk. The recent consolidation in the digital back arena is
proof of that. Besides, it is much more profitable for them if you buy
brand new bodies & lenses. But we can certainly hope.

@ 1200 dpi = 9,600 x 12,000 pixels
@ 1600 dpi = 12,800 x 16,000 pixels
@ 2400 dpi = 19,200 x 24,000 pixels
@ 3200 dpi = 25,600 x 32,000 pixels

8x10
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Phase One Medium Format Digital Backs

(page 1 of 6)

Phase One

Phase One

Phase One

P21 (shown on Contax)

P30 (shown on Hasselblad)

P45 (shown on Mamiya)

18 mp

31 mp

39 mp

4904 x 3678

6496 x 4872

7216 x 5412

Mamiya 645 AFD series, Mamiya RZ
67 Pro II, Contax 645 AF, Hasseleblad V series, Hasselblad H series

Mamiya 645 AFD series, Mamiya RZ
67 Pro II, Contax 645 AF, Hasseleblad V series, Hasselblad H series

Mamiya 645 AFD series, Mamiya RZ
67 Pro II, Contax 645 AF, Hasseleblad
V series, Hasselblad H series

44.2 mm x 33.1 mm (4:3)

44.2 mm x 33.1 mm (4:3)

49.1 mm x 36.8 mm (4:3)

Note: Phase One has arguably the
largest selection of available digital
backs in a variety of resolutions and
price points, only three of which are
show here.

Model
Megapixels
Resolution
Compatible Camera Bodies

Sensor Size
Image area
Sensor Type
Pixel Density (lower is better)
Image Diagronal (i.e. “normal” lens)
Website
File Formats
Preview Screen
Computer requirements
Image storage
Software

1463

mm2

1463

mm2

1807 mm2

42 bit Bayer array

42 bit Bayer array

42 bit Bayer array

110 pixesl/mm, 55.5 lp/mm

147 pixels/mm, 73.5 lp/mm

147 pixels/mm, 73.5 lp/mm

55 mm

55 mm

61 mm

www.phaseone.com

www.phaseone.com

www.phaseone.com

RAW, TIFF, JPEG

RAW, TIFF, JPEG

RAW, TIFF, JPEG

2.2” diagonal LCD

2.2” diagonal LCD

2.2” diagonal LCD

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(untethered)

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(untethered)

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(untethered)

CF card

CF card

CF card

Capture One Pro

Capture One Pro

Capture One Pro

BetterLight Scanning Backs

(page 2 of 6)

BetterLight

BetterLight

Panoscan

Super6K-HS

Super6K-HS w/ Panoramic Adapter

Mk III

144 mp (216 mp) JCIA Standard

Up to 1,170 mp JCIA Standard

Up to 1,170 mp JCIA Standard

6000 x 8000 (9000 x 12000)

9000 x 65000 (max)

9000 x 65000 (max)

Any view camera with an international back. Optional adapters for
Fuji 680 and Mamiya RB/RZ series

Any view camera with an international back

Mamiya 645 Lenses

Sensor Size

72 mm x 96 mm

72 mm x (user defined)

72 mm x (user defined)

Image area

mm2

Varies

Varies

Kodak, 42 bit Tri-linear array

Kodak, 42 bit Tri-linear array

Kodak, 42 bit Tri-linear array

83 pixels/mm, 41.5 lp/mm

83 pixels/mm, 41.5 lp/mm

83 pixels/mm, 41.5 lp/mm

120mm

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

www.betterlight.com

www.betterlight.com

www.betterlight.com

TIFF, DNG, & RAW

TIFF, DNG, & RAW

TIFF, DNG, & RAW

None

None

None

Computer requirements

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(tethered via USB)

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(tethered via USB)

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(tethered via USB)

Image storage

40 or 80 Gb internal hard disk

40 or 80 Gb internal hard disk

40 or 80 Gb internal hard disk

ViewFinder

ViewFinder

ViewFinder
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NOTE: BetterLight offers a variety of
scan backs at various resolutions and
price points, with the 6K-2 listed here
being their most popular model.

Model
Megapixels
Resolution
Compatible Camera Bodies

Sensor Type
Pixel Density (lower is better)
Image Diagronal (i.e. “normal” lens)
Website
File Formats
Preview Screen

Software

6912

12

Leaf Medium Format Digital Backs

(page 3 of 6)

Mamiya/Leaf

Kodak/Leaf

Kodak/Leaf

Leaf/Mamiya ProDigital 65
(includes Mamiya 645 AFD body)

Leaf Valeo 22wi

Leaf Aptus 75

28 mp

22 mp

39 mp

6144 x 4622

5336 x 4056

7216 x 5412

Mamiya 645 Lenses

Hasselblad: H1 and V series
Mamiya: 645AFD, 645AFD II, RZ67,
RZ67 Pro II, RB67, Contax: 645AF
Fuji: GX680, Bronica: SQA/ETRS

Hasselblad: H1 and V series
Mamiya: 645AFD, 645AFD II, RZ67,
RZ67 Pro II, RB67, Contax: 645AF
Fuji: GX680, Bronica: SQA/ETRS

Sensor Size

44 mm x 33 mm

48 mm x 36 mm

48 mm x 36 mm

Image area

1463 mm2

1728 mm2

1728 mm2

42 bit Bayer array

42 bit Bayer array

Dalsa, 42 bit Bayer array

140 pixels/mm, 70 lp/mm

111 pixels/mm, 55.5 lp/mm

144 pixels/mm, 72 lp/mm

55 mm

60 mm

60 mm

www.leafamerica.com

www.leafamerica.com

www.leafamerica.com

HDR, RAW, TIFF

HDR, RAW, TIFF

HDR, RAW, TIFF

3.5” diagonal touchscreen

3.5” diagonal touchscreen

3.5” diagonal touchscreen

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(untethered)

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(tethered via firewire)

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(untethered)

CF card or firewire harddrive

CF card or firewire harddrive

CF card or firewire harddrive

Leaf Capture 10

Leaf Capture 10

Leaf Capture 10

MAGNAchrom v1.1

Note: Leaf offers many models in
each of the three series shown here
(ProdDigital, Valeo, and Aptus)

Model
Megapixels
Resolution
Compatible Camera Bodies

Sensor Type
Pixel Density (lower is better)
Image Diagronal (i.e. “normal” lens)
Website
File Formats
Preview Screen
Computer requirements
Image storage
Software

Hasselblad/Imacon Medium Format Digital Backs

(page 4 of 6)

Hasselblad

Hasselblad/Imacon

Hasselblad/Imacon

H2D-39

Ixpress CF

Ixpress CFV

39 mp

22 mp

16.6 mp

7216 x 5412

4080 x 5440

4080 x 4080

Compatible Camera Bodies

Hasselblad Lenses

Hasselblad H & V series, Rollei 600
series, Contax 645AF, Mamiya 645,
RB and RZ67 series, Fuji GX680 series. All view cameras via Hasselblad
adapter.

Hasselblad 500 series cameras, 2000
series, and 200 series with C lenses
(F lenses requires mod)

Sensor Size

49 mm x 36.7 mm

49 mm x 36.7 mm

36.7 mm x 36.7 mm

Image area

1798 mm2

1798 mm2

1347 mm2

42 bit Bayer array

42 bit Bayer array

42 bit Bayer array

147 pixels/mm, 73.5 lp/mm

111 pixels/mm, 55.5 lp/mm

111 pixels/mm, 55.5 lp/mm

61 mm

61 mm

52 mm

www.hasselbladusa.com

www.hasselbladusa.com

www.hasselbladusa.com

Adobe DNG

Adobe DNG

RAW

2.2” diagonal screen

2.2” diagonal screen

2.2” diagonal screen

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(untethered. Optionally tethered via
firewire)

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(untethered. Optionally tethered via
firewire)

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(untethered. Optionally tethered via
firewire)

40 Gb drive & CF cards

40 Gb drive & CF cards

40 Gb drive & CF cards

FlexColor

FlexColor

FlexColor

Model
Megapixels
Resolution

Sensor Type
Pixel Density (lower is better)
Image Diagronal (i.e. “normal” lens)
Website
File Formats
Preview Screen
Computer requirements

Image storage
Software

MAGNAchrom v1.1

Note: Hasselblad/Imacon offer a
wide variety of H-series cameras as
well as digital backs that work with
a variety of other medium format
camera bodies.
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Other Medium Format Digital Backs

(page 5 of 6)

Mamiya

Jenoptik/Sinar

MegaVision

ZD

eMotion75

E4 (Color or B&W)

21.5 mp

33 mp

16 mp

4016 x 5355

6668 x 4994

4000 x 4000

Mamiya 645AF Lenses

Sinar series, Contax 645 AF
Hasselblad H1, H2, & V series,
Mamiya 645 and RZ 67 series,
Rolleiflex 600x series

Hasselblad 500 Series (200 Series
custom fit): Mamiya 645 Pro, RB and
RZ; Contax 645; Bronica ETR-Si and
SQB;

Sensor Size

48 mm x 36 mm

48 mm x 36 mm

36 mm x 36 mm

Image area

mm2

mm2

Sinar offers many other digital backs
in a range of resolutions and price
points. Megavision is unique in that
they alone offer a dedicated B&W
version of their backs without the
drawbacks of Bayer artifacts. Mamiya
was sold to a holding company and is
expected to start selling the ZD this
fall.

Model
Megapixels
Resolution
Compatible Camera Bodies

Sensor Type

1728

1728

1296 mm2

Dalsa 42 bit Bayer array

Dalsa, 42 bit Bayer array

42 bit Bayer array (color model)
14 bit array (B&W model)

111 pixels/mm, 55.5 lp/mm

139 pixels/mm, 69.5 lp/mm

111 pixels/mm, 55.5 lp/mm

60 mm

60 mm

51 mm

www.mamiya.com

www.sinar.ch, www.eyelike.com

www.mega-vision.com

RAW & JPEG

RAW, TIFF

TIFF

1.8” diagonal screen

2.2” diagonal screen

5” diagonal OQO computer screen

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(tethered via firewire)

Windows XP
(“untethered” with OQO)

Image storage

CF or SD card

Internal 6 Gb + optional CF card

CF card or firewire harddrive

Software

Not Applicable

CaptureShop 5

Photoshoot 4

Pixel Density (lower is better)
Image Diagronal (i.e. “normal” lens)
Website
File Formats
Preview Screen
Computer requirements

Notable

OQO computer runs Windows XP

Other Scanning Backs

(page 6 of 6)

Phase One

Anagram

Seitz

PowerPhase FX+

Daguerre

Seitz 6x17 Digital

Megapixels

396 mp JCIA standard

130.5 mp JCIA standard

160 mp

Resolution

10500 x 12600 (max)

6000 x 7250

7500 x 21,250

Any view camera with an international back.

Any view camera with Graflok back.
Also adapter for Linhof M 679

Proprietary for now

Sensor Size

84 mm x 100mm

72 mm x 88mm

60mm x 170mm

Image area

8400 mm2

6336 mm2

10200 mm2

Sony, 42bit Tri-linear array

Kodak, 42bit Tri-linear array

Dalsa TDI

125 pixels/mm, 62.5 lp/mm

83 pixels/mm, 41.5 lp/mm

125 pixels/mm, 62.5 lp/mm

131 mm

114 mm

180 mm

www.phaseone.com

www.anagram.com

www.roundshot.ch

TIFF

TIFF

TIFF

None

None

640x480 touch screen

Macintosh OSX
(tethered via firewire)

Macintosh OSX or Windows XP
(tethered)

Mac Mini or Windows industrial computer

none

none

internal harddrive of above computer

Phase One Image Capture 4

Scansoftware 3

Sharp Zaurus PDA

Model

Compatible Camera Bodies

Sensor Type
Pixel Density (lower is better)
Image Diagronal (i.e. “normal” lens)
Website
File Formats
Preview Screen
Computer requirements
Image storage
Software

MAGNAchrom v1.1

BetterLight is not alone in the
scanning back arena. Here we
present the competition. Of particular
interest is the Seitz panoramic camera that can shoot handheld using
scanning technology!
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[INTERVIEW] Shelley Lake
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MAGNAchrom: As an artist are you known as DOCTOR Shelley Lake?
Shelley Lake: Some people refer to me that way jokingly, but for
the most part they call me Shelley.
MC You’ve been in the arts most of your life. As a child were you
artistically-driven?
SL I started when I was three and have thought of myself as an
artist all my life. Even when I was practicing chiropractic, I
thought of it as a tactile art.
MC And as a three year old child, how do
you know you are an artist at that
point?
SL Well, I got a lot of support and affirmation early on doing crayon drawings
— particularly drawing very early and
I still draw quite a bit and enjoy using
my hands to create art even though I
interface with technology I still maintain hand skills as much as possible.
MC So if you have a tactile need for art,
and it’s clearly coming out in chiropractic as in art, how does photography satisfy you?
SL Well, that’s a good question...
MC Is it all the gear? I mean, (laughing) there is a LOT of stuff to
touch and move and so on — is there a technical aspect to it?
SL I think I was looking for a creative partner, which has been a
theme in my adult life as I move away from the more direct
ways of making art to more technically-oriented art making. I
found that working with the camera enabled me to capture places instantaneously that would otherwise never be envisioned.
MC Is it more of a personal thing? You seem driven to capture
pictures that have a sense of “being there” and clearly you
need to capture that somehow for yourself. Thus, in terms of

commercial work, are people coming along for the ride? Are
they following your work like a person would follow a movie, a
cinema?
SL The camera enables me to revisit places that I can only experience briefly. Some of these places are so expansive that even
though you are standing there, you can’t witness them except
by revisiting them through the camera. I’ve often said that the
camera is just an excuse to go to beautiful places. For a while
I went to these places and never thought of bringing a camera because I felt that they couldn’t be captured. And it is only
recently that I decided that I would try anyway.
MC
And it seems that you have done
it. That you have captured “something”...
SL
it is an approximation of the place
and it’s not as good as being there, but it
is the best I can do.

MC
But you’re also capturing the “feel”
— I mean, looking around here in your
studio there is a drama here in all of these
pieces. Are you a dramatic person?
SL
No. But I’m drawn to (laughs) dramatic people! (pauses) And I’m drawn to
dramatic places with a tremendous sense
of scale. I’m often at the edge of some
precipice in order to do these captures.
Sometimes it is frightening to just stand
there with my camera ‘cause I’m often
cliff-side. That’s pretty dramatic.
MC You don’t have any phobias about heights or anything?
SL No I don’t. But there are many times when I’m literally on the
edge and am concerned for my life.
MC A wind might take you away...
SL Or the ground might give way, ‘cause some of the erosion is
really bad and I know that a lot of people have stood where
I’m standing. I see all the tripod marks. There are definitely
moments when I’m concerned about my safety.
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Shelley Lake was interviewed at her studio in western Massachusetts on a lovely sunny
summer day in June 2006. Her website can be found at www.shelleylake.com

MC Well, speaking of moments, can you tell us the worst thing
that has ever happened to you while you were taking pictures?
(laughs) Well, I accidentally lost a rig at Horseshoe Bend and
ended up losing a 4x5 camera and the BetterLight panorama
option over a cliff. But fortunately the digital back (the insert)
was tethered to my backpack so at least I didn’t lose the back.
And the back actually wacked against the cliff-side and I was
able to fish that out. The back still works perfectly.

MAGNAchrom v1.1
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MC So it didn’t need to be repaired?

simulation-based graphics, but close to it. Yet you are at the
mercy of the elements and the weather and the wind.
MC Is there a hint of gambling in there? Or is that just more of a
spiritual thing? Because you must be unlucky sometimes too...
SL Oh yes, Most shots are absolute failures and I have plenty of
those... I find with the BetterLight back I almost always have
one or two opportunities in a capture. It’s not like I can bang
out a dozen shots at a site. So it’s usually a singular experience with the camera.

SL No.

MC
Perhaps no different than using an
8x10? I mean, it’s the same situation:
with getting only one or two shots in.

MC What about the camera?
SL I ended up hiring a river guide and
going back into the canyon at Horseshoe Bend to retrieve the remains.
And I still have bits and pieces of the
camera. I thought that the insurance
would honor my policy if I had the
remains, but that really didn’t end up
being that important. It was more
that I really wanted to see what happened to it.

SL

MC
Does that make the luck sweeter
then? Because of the limitations?
SL
Yeah I think the limitations are
great, but because of the resolution and
color fidelity of the back, the odds are
really good that the capture will go well.
And then it becomes a matter of composition and timing.

MC I see. And the lens of course, was
gone, gone, gone...

MC
For such panoramic shots, you
must have to do quite a bit of “pre-visualization” because you really don’t have
the time to run through the whole scan,
look at it, modify your composition, and
then go back.

SL Yeah, but I actually recovered half
of the lens! And I also recovered the
panorama option and sent it back to
BetterLight.
MC So if that was the worse experience — just an equipment thing
— then what was the best experience?
SL The best thing, hmmm... You wonder what makes something
the best. There have been moments in the field that were
extraordinary with the camera. Sometimes it involved waiting, sometimes it was sheer luck. And luck seems to be a big
part of the process — as someone who is totally out of control
(laughs). Part of moving into photography was control. It affords a tremendous amount of control. Maybe not as much as

Yeah that’s right.

SL That’s exactly right.
MC You gotta just look at the scene and say “I think this is going
to look good”...
SL Yes absolutely, that’s true. With panorama I use the laptop to
visualize the composition, instead of the groundglass. I typically overshoot the scene spatially so that I have some wiggle
room.
MC Mostly in the horizontal direction?

MC And you use the software to do that?
SL No, I typically use a loupe on the groundglass. In the field I
don’t use the auto-focus feature of the back. To me it’s too
risky. And I often don’t have time to pursue that.
MC Right. It slows you down — one more step.
SL That’s something I would use in the
studio religiously but not in the field

that they have an asymmetry to them which is very appealing.
SL I think so too. I’m less likely to bulls eye with that panorama
option. In the medium format, I’m also able to do verticals
which I’ve begun to explore. That’s a refreshing change from
the horizontal format.
MC I haven’t seen your verticals!
SL I don’t do them often, but I’m beginning to explore them
more.
MC If you were traveling today with the BetterLight, would you be
bringing your Fuji with you as a companion camera?

MC You also shoot with a Fuji 617. Can
you compare the WAY you approach
your subject with that camera versus
the bigger BetterLight equipment?

SL
Yes, and I have done that. When
I’m on photo safari in my RV I bring everything. Even the Canon 1Ds digital.
MC
So you basically have a complete
toolkit. Is that a problem? You suddenly
have all these choices!

SL I think of the Fuji medium format
camera as a “point and shoot” camera even though it’s unwieldy in some
circles compared to the 4x5 platform.
It’s extremely convenient and spontaneous. So it affords the spontaneity
that I otherwise can’t enjoy with the
4x5 platform. Using it compositionally
is much more straightforward because the rangefinder approximates
the shot instantly whereas the panorama option is much more mysterious as to what the outcome will be. It’s funny with the medium
format: I tend to “bulls eye” my shots more than with the
panorama option. Not sure why that is.

MC Back to that tactile thing: it’s becoming one with your equipment so that you can become one with your image, is that
right?

MC What do you mean by “bulls eye”?

SL Yes.

SL Where the focal point is in the center of the shot.

MC Is that why you have to be the best in a platform, get to really
learn it, and then you won’t get rid of it? It’s almost like being
married for a while.

MC So more “formal” then?
SL Yeah, I tend to be more sprawling with the panorama option.
MC It’s interesting. I see that now, with the exception of that piece
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SL And some top and bottom. Often but not much. I’ve had a lot
of success stitching shots together even though I have the
panorama option. The focus is totally unforgiving. So that is a
critical part of the equation

SL
No. I like having choices. And I’m
not intimidated by choice. The more familiar I am with each platform, the easier
it is for me to make the choice. That was
true even in massage modalities ‘cause I
would learn shiatsu and chiropractic and
Swedish and a multitude of things and the
more familiar I became with each modality, the easier it was to make a choice.

SL That’s true. For the first year I only used one lens with the
scanning back — I used the Schneider 90mm XL. And it was a
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good exercise. Having only one lens and no other choice. And
I became very intimate with that lens and wasn’t distracted.
I think sometimes it’s good to constrain the situation just to
master something well enough to move on to the next experiment.

MC Do you think those photographs where you limited yourself are
more intimate than your later work?
MAGNAchrom v1.1

SL It’s more like an evolution as I introduced new elements into
the toolkit, I’m able to optimize each element for each situation. And it’s often an optimization experience where one combination is going to yield the most beautiful result. And the same thing is true
in Photoshop — you have levels, curves,
color balance, selective color, and a gazillion choices. Knowing that hue/saturation
is the appropriate tool for this problem
set versus selective color. Those nuances
make a huge difference. And you can only
realize those skills by mastering one tool
at a time.
MC Did you have formal darkroom training?
SL Yes. I started when I was 13 in the darkroom in the closet making prints with an
enlarger and chemicals.
MC Personally, I find that wet background the
perfect analog to Photoshop as a darkroom. And yet there are things you can
clearly do in Photoshop that would have
taken you bloody forever to ever try to attempt in the darkroom! For example, something simple like wanting to warm up
the shadows — and nothing else. It’s trivial to do in Photoshop
yet painful to do in a wet darkroom.
SL Right. Photoshop is the state of the art in software engineering. Everything pales in comparison.
MC When did you first start using Photoshop?
SL I guess I started with Macintosh in the mid 80s.

MC Did you use MacPaint, MacDraw?
SL Yes, I have an early example of that on my website. I did a
capture of the early Mac user interface and created a billboardsized print as art.
MC You were at MIT at the time?
SL I was at MIT from 1977 through 1979. That’s why it’s such a
blur for some of the dates ‘cause I had exposure to Photoshoplike environments a decade before they became commercially
available.
MC So tell me about MIT. In particular how
this MIT experience has lent itself to your ability as an artist today.
SL The most important thing I learned at
MIT -- and it’s still important today -- is: does
it feel good? That was the foundation from
which everything grew. And that was Nicholas
Negroponte’s vision for the computer interface. So it was a lot about feelings.
MC This was the “Visible Language Workshop”?
SL He called it the Architecture Machine
Group back then. And now it’s the Media Lab.
He let go of his involvement/control recently
at the Media Lab.
MC

He was one business man.

SL It always was a business. And it was supported by DARPA. All this technology was born of the military
with the toolkits being staged on the field for military maneuvers.
MC I remember seeing in the early 80s an interactive 3-D map of
Aspen.
SL Yes it started with Aspen. They took a car and put four cameras on top of it looking north/south/east/west and captured
every meter of town and all the menus and was able to gather
enough data about Aspen so that you could visit Aspen vicari-

MC Hah! Woefully out of date today! You wouldn’t recognize the
place! (laughs)
SL Yeah isn’t that funny? There was a project that pre-dated Aspen that I was personally involved in which was the first artslide videodisk. We digitized every slide in the Roche library
(MIT) so that you could go to that library online, interactively.
So it was the first project of its kind and it pioneered the interactive video disk.
MC That issue of the underlying military
connection — you had no problem
with that because that was just
where the money was coming from?
SL I guess if the military is going to
invest money in a pursuit, I can’t
think of a better way to spend it. It
was peacetime more or less and it
was an inspiring and peaceful experience to be in the laboratories.
Even though the technologies could
be used or repurposed for anything.
And that is the nature of technology — it has the potential for good
or evil. But it is the people behind it
that ultimately determine its fate.
MC That’s true of art as well. The technology has nothing to do with
whether a photograph is digital or
analog. Do you get into the debate about film vs. digital? Or do
you try to stay away from that?
SL Ironically I just bought a film camera on the heels of this
digital revolution and find that film as a platform is still solid,
and has some timeless qualities about it, particularly for large
format printing. And the two coexist side by side each having
different strengths and weaknesses. I hope to see film... well
to be honest with you, on some levels I wouldn’t mind if film
went the way of the dinosaurs, because it is so counter-intui-

tive working with it often.
MC Isn’t that part of the joy of luck? That counter-intuitive, unknown, throw your dice and hope it comes back, and when it
does it’s joyful?
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SL (laughs)
MC Digital gets rid of some of that luck, don’t you think?
SL Oh no. The only advantage digital has is instantaneous gratification, instant feedback
MC
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ously through the computer.

Is that a good thing? Or bad thing?

SL
It can be deceiving. Sometimes
the small digital display when explored at
a larger scale, may fall apart, or you may
think you “got it” but you didn’t.
MC
Is it because it encourages you to
be lazy? As opposed to film, which bites
you if you get lazy! You can get away
with more stuff with digital...
SL
(laughs) I’d say the scanning back
is anything but lazy!
MC
Of course! I meant more like your
Canon 1Ds
SL
The 1Ds MkII, in certain circumstances, does begin to rival the medium
format platform for resolution and color
fidelity. And its just a matter of time
when things reach the 20-something megapixel range where
we’ll see a turning point. But I think its so much more spontaneous. Particularly for the human form and portraits, where
medium and large format really gets in the way of the human
that’s doing portraiture.
MC Sure. Yet people still love shooting 4x5 portraiture, ‘cause
there is certain look to it. And then there are others who go
out and buy LensBabies on their teeny digicams to make it
look like it was taken with a big format camera! For me it’s
wacky to see these reactions more than anything.

SL Yes. As a teenager I loved photographing people. Now I’m a
reluctant portrait artist. So I prefer photographing sculpture at
this point (points to a framed photo of a detail of David)
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I assume that is Florence at night?

do you see yourself as an artist in 5 to 10 years? Are you still
going to be doing photography? 3-dimensional? Film? Where
might you take those?

MC Taken with the 1Ds?

SL Well I’d like to return to simulation-based graphics. And I think
in about 5 years that will be a lot easier to facilitate. I like the
motion picture arts and sound and may explore some audio/visual multi-media projects.

SL Yes

MC More of an installation kind of thing?

MC Yeah, you probably wouldn’t want to haul all your gear around
at night and half an hour later you’d
get your shot of David.

SL Perhaps. As these LCD and plasma displays get cheaper... Last
time I went to Chelsea I must have seen
half a dozen installations that were motion picture based arts. And some of
them were audio visual. It’d be great
to have an electronic display instead of
something on paper that’s more kinetic.
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SL Yes. That is David at the Palazzo Vecchio. The replica.

SL Actually, I’m ready to bring my 4x5
to Florence. I’d love to do that! I was
scouting locations primarily so that I
could later go back with the BetterLight.

MC
What will that do to photography
when you can buy an electronic display
— that size hanging on your wall — and
subscribe to “Shelley Lake du Jour”?
Is this going to be a business model?
Is it going to make photography more
ephemeral than it already is?

MC That’s interesting. I think you and I
have come to a similar conclusion,
which is the use of digital cameras
as a scouting tool. A digital Polaroid
if you’d like. The pictures are good in
their own right, But this allows me to
come back later with a laser focus to
get the ONE picture.
SL Absolutely. But I have to add that
the Canon does a pretty good job.
But I know that the BetterLight scanning back would blow it away.
MC So if today you had a Hasselblad H2 with a 39 megapixel digital back, would that change your camera makeup? Might you
use one camera for everything?

SL
The idea of static furniture, although it is appealing to some people,
something more idiosyncratic and kinetic
would be interesting. You would always
have the option if you’d like something to
remain unchanged.
MC

Perhaps it’s not that you’d hang electronic paintings on the
wall, but rather that the walls would be electronic?

SL

Absolutely, I’d expect to see that more or less as screens
become more affordable and larger — floor to ceiling wall
displays. The irony is that this is exactly what was going on
back at MIT in 1977. I witnessed that early on knowing it
was just a matter of economics and time before...

MC

So we can wake up to the Grand Canyon if we want?

SL Perhaps. I have not had that experience that you are describing to know how I feel about it.
MC Well, let’s go on to the future. You’ve had a varied artistic past,
which includes everything from digital art to hands on art to
analog photography art now traditional photography. Where

Absolutely with a live webcam for that matter.

MC

So that means that popular photography will become more
like cinematography? More experiential?

SL

These portable HDTV cameras are becoming ubiquitous. Actually they’re probably on every street corner surveilling us.
All you need do is go to the Google satellite to practically see
yourself on camera.

MC

Does this experiential future perhaps marginalize traditional
print photography?

SL

Well when a Van Gogh commands
$20 million dollars I don’t think
that printmaking is going to disappear anytime soon.

MC

So the two will co-exist like digital
and analog photography?

SL

It’s more like rare real-estate.

MC

How so?

SL

Once the artist is deceased there
are no more made.

MC

But do I care who shoots the picture of the Grand Canyon so I can
wake up to it hanging on my living
room wall?

SL

Well I think there is some ongoing
fascination with celebrity and the
people behind the camera, their life and what meaning they
bring to the image. In fact, there is more obsession with
celebrity today than ever before. And maybe it is a diversion
from politics and sad situation — I don’t know why, but the
people behind the image are even more important than the
image itself.

MC

Can a photographer who doesn’t follow the path of celebrity
get recognized in today’s society? In other words, does work
stand on its own, or is that no longer true?

SL

I don’t think work ever stood on its own. I think it has always been about celebrity and probably will always be the
case. That’s why I feel inadequate as an artist. The idea of
being celebrated on some level is offensive, as if there is
some kind of hierarchy...

MC

...of marketing, sales, PR. A machine in other words?

SL

Yes

MC

Is it true then that all the famous photographers today are
successful celebrities?
SL
Well Cindy Sherman comes to
mind. Where she has celebrated herself
in the image. So she’s a literal example
of this phenomenon. And the fact that
Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie could command 4 million dollars for the photographs of their newborn baby.
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SL

MC
Does that feed our cultural narcissism?
SL
I think it is a diversionary tactic on
the part of the media to take its eyes off
of what is really important.
MC
So it would be similar to what
Marx said about religion being an opiate
of the people?
SL

Yes. Absolutely

MC

Is there room then for a true artist?

SL

There is plenty of room. It just doesn’t make the headlines
because it would not be cost-effective for corporations.

MC

So it is the quiet determined artist doing his or her thing for
themselves and there is enough ability if you are good to
make a modest living but not get worldwide or even national
recognition that would come only with promoting oneself.

SL

I think the Internet has changed the marketplace. I grew
up with ABC, NBC and CBS and now there are thousands of

channels and media has decentralized and become more
personalized such that one can be celebrated in microcosm.
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Everybody can be famous for 15 minutes! But it may be that
only a small bunch of people know who you are...
The population is so huge that a microcosm today was a
macrocosm not so long ago. “Oh, you are only seen by
200,000 people” is a bad Nielsen rating.

MC

Which galleries carry your work?

SL

I’m carried by The Watkins Gallery locally. That’s currently
my only dealer.

MC

What is your relationship with your gallery? Is it a love/hate
thing? Is it a totally good experience?

SL

It is a great experience. I show not only in that gallery but in
other places and being able to display the large format prints
is critical as the internet, at six or seven inches, doesn’t really begin to tell the story like experiencing work in person.
Particularly with these wide format prints, you can’t really
appreciate the detail and color unless you can see them face
to face. So the gallery enables one to experience what I can
envision the art looking like

MC

What is the biggest print you currently make?

SL

44” x 78”

MC

I assume you don’t make too many of those! That is awfully
big to handle!

SL

No. But I have a fairly good market for my large format
prints. Through my internet sales. The internet is my primary dealer/gallery. And I take out full-page ads in Art News
and Art in America and that drives people to my website and
those clients are willing to invest in these prints sight unseen. Which is amazing.

MC

Well you have the CV to allow one to pull that off.

SL

It doesn’t hurt.
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[PORTFOLIO] The Sanctity of Sacred Places

helley Lake shoots big, real big. With
her BetterLight 6K-2 scanning back
and PanoWide adapter, she captures
the beauty of the world around her in
6,000 x 26,000 pixel high definition.
This “Sacred Places” series was inspired by
her love of beautiful places. Places where
she finds joy and celebrates life.
She takes herself to the edge, literally.
Many of her photographs are taken from
cliff-side where she often feels her life in
danger. This is what it takes to love your art.
To see her prints up close in person is a
real treat for the eyes. Proof that shooting
“big” is worth all the trouble.
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Bryce Point, Bryce Canyon, Utah (left hand side of panorama)
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Bryce Point, Bryce Canyon, Utah (right hand side of panorama)
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Ecola Point, Ecola State Park, Oregon (left side of panorama)
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Ecola Point, Ecola State Park, Oregon (right side of panorama)
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Lefferts Pond, Vermont
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Quaking Aspens, Boulder, Utah
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Nothing to Wear, (left side of panorama)
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Nothing to Wear, (right side of panorama)
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Watchtower Interior, Grand Canyon, Arizona (left side of panorama)
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Watchtower Interior, Grand Canyon, Arizona (right side of panorama)
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Aspens, Silverton, Colorado (left side of panorama)
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Aspens, Silverton, Colorado (right side of panorama)
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Jenne Farm, Vermont

Nothing to Wear

Location: Bryce Canyon, Utah
Camera: Toyo 45AX
Film: Betterlight Super 6K2 (1/120
second line time, stitched)
Lens: Schneider 90mm f/5.6
Super-Angulon XL
Size: 24” by 72”

Location: Orlando, Florida
Camera: Toyo 45AX
Film: Betterlight Super 6K2 (1/40
second line time, 5996x28482)
Lens: Schneider 72mm f/5.6
Super-Angulon XL
Size: 20” by 72”

Ecola Point

Watchtower Interior

Location: Ecola State Park, OR
Camera: Toyo 45AX
Film: Betterlight Super 6K2 (1/60
second line time, 6000x20932)
Lens: Schneider 72mm f/5.6
Super-Angulon XL
Size: 24” by 72”

Location: Grand Canyon, Arizona
Camera: Toyo 45AX
Film: Betterlight Super 6K2 (1/80
second, 6000x26172)
Lens: Schneider 90mm f/5.6
Super-Angulon XL
Size: 23” by 80”

Quaking Aspens

Aspens

Location: Boulder, Utah
Camera: Toyo 45AX
Film: Betterlight Super 6K2 (1/50
second line time, 9000x12000)
Lens: Schneider 90mm f/5.6
Super-Angulon XL
Size: 32” by 40”

Location: Silverton, Colorado
Camera: Fuji GX617
Film: Velvia 50 (f/32, ¼ second)
Lens: Fuji 180mm
Size: 24” by 60”

Lefferts Pond

Jenne Farm

Location: Vermont
Camera: Toyo 45AX
Film: Betterlight Super 6K2 (1/80
second line time, 6000x21380)
Lens: Nikon 210mm f/5.6 Nikkor-W
Size: 24” by 72”

Location: Jenne Farm, Vermont
Camera: Toyo 45AX
Film: Betterlight Super 6K2 (1/80
second line time, 6000x29050)
Lens: Schneider 90mm f/5.6
Super-Angulon XL
Size: 19” by 60”
MC
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Bryce Point

[TOOLBOX]
90mm f/5.6 Super40 Schneider
Angulon XL Lens

MAGNAchrom v1.1

 Schneider 72mm f/5.6 SuperAngulon XL Lens
 Nikon 210mm f/5.6 Nikkor-W
Lens
 Fuji GX617 Camera
w/ 180mm Lens
 Fuji 105mm Lens
 Fuji 300mm Lens
 Toyo-View 45AX 4x5 Metal Field
Camera
 Pentax Digital Spotmeter
 Betterlight Super 6K-HS 4x5
Scanning Insert
 Betterlight USB-2 Camera Controller
 Universal Lithium Battery Pack
 Panorama Option
 Bogen/Manfrotto 3444 (440)
Carbon One 4-Section Tripod
 Macbeth Color Checker
 Lowepro Rover Plus AW
(Loaded with Betterlight rig and
4x5 Camera Gear)
 Bogen/Manfrotto 410 Compact
Geared Head (Quick Release)
 Digital Gray Card DGC-100
 LaCie d2 Hard Drive Extreme
with Triple Interface
 Apple G4 12” Powerbook
Laptop Computer
 Macally 12” Memory Foam Case

Shelley Lake’s “Road Trip” kit

Shelley’s Dodge Freightliner RV conversion has
all the amenities of home. From full kitchen to
shower to king size bed to heating and air conditioning, she doesn’t want for comfort when she
travels seeking her latest “sacred” place. She
likes to camp near her locations so that getting
there early in the morning is no problem.
What’s more, with a 5 cylinder Mercedes
turbo diesel under the hood she gets
20 mpg! Without a doubt, this is
one bad-ass photographer’s
RV. Wish I had one.

MC
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A Home Away from Home

[REVIEW] Gaoersi 4x5 System

L

et me begin by saying that this is
probably the best time in the history
of photography to be “in” to big cameras. Today, there are more choices
than ever for the enthusiast to choose
from. In particular, the new kids on the
block, the Chinese, have taken it upon
themselves to produce a plethora of medium and large format models to compete directly with the “old world” master craftsmen, which include the
likes of Sinar, Linhof, Toyo, etc.
So how does the Gaoersi compare?
Read on to find out!
First Impressions
I ordered the Gaoersi 4x5 from
DaYi Camera Workshop to complement my Mamiya 7 II system when traveling on holiday.
The Mamiya, being so light, is
my favorite camera of all time
for travel photography. I wanted something that would be
as easily portable, yet offer a
bigger negative — in particular,
I was looking for a lightweight
platform for 6x12 as roll-film is
my preferred analog medium
these days. Lastly, I needed a
stable platform to support my

BetterLight 3”x4”
digital scan back.
So a portable 4x5
camera with Graflok back was in
order.
The Gaoersi 4x5
arrived about two
weeks after placing
an order request via email,
waiting for an email response
“invoice” with a calculated
total price including shipping
and then paying using PayPal.
I ordered the following items:
The base camera body, two lens

Overall Rating:
out of five

***

The system is VERY well conceived. I give it high marks for
clever design and functionality.
Clearly this is a camera designed by people who photograph extensively.
The system is extremely modular as well, offering two different backs (ground glass and
reflex viewer), various lens assembly cones with lens-specific
helical focusing mounts from
47mm through 150mm, and
various fixed and “zoom” viewfinders to match.
The basic camera body consists of two parts: the frame,
which includes the handle and
the Graflok back which can be
oriented either vertically or
horizontally. Changing the orientation is a simple affair: two
sliding catches hold the Graflok
back to the frame. It takes less
than one minute to switch your
camera from horizontal to vertical orientation.
To this body, you attach a lens

assembly cone, which has a
built-in light trap, using two
thumb-screw clamps. It should
be noted that these clamps
do not need to be completely
removed as the clamps themselves have sliders that allow
the lens assembly cone to be
inserted or removed. Lastly, you
attach either a spring-loaded
groundglass, rollfilm back, or a
spring-loaded reflex viewer
and voila! You have your
camera configured.
One of the best features of this
system are the available lens
assembly cones with front rise.
These are offered from 65mm
through 90mm and are ideal
for architectural photography.
DaYi’s website has conflicting
information regarding which
lenses support front rise. I have
it from another owner that
55mm lens assemblies
can be had with rise, but
according to their website, such
a configuration is not available.
Perhaps over time, their English
translation will explain things
better. Notwithstanding, combined with the ability to orient
the camera back vertically, the
full 25mm rise is a real blessing.
Another nice touch: a built-in
Arca-Swiss compatible camera
mount on the bottom of the
body allows the Gaoersi to be
usable with a wide variety of
accessories from Really Right

Stuff and Kirk Enterprises. The
mount also has provision for
1/4” and 3/8” thread mounts
for use with “normal” tripods.
Setup
The Gaoersi 4x5 system requires installing your view
camera lenses in lens assembly
cones specific to each lens.
Which is to say that you
should

not
expect to install
a 72mm lens in a 75mm
cone and have the helical
focusing mechanism work
as expected, so be sure to
order accordingly. Shipped
with my order was a compact
lens collar wrench which
packs efficiently in my
camera bag — thank you
DaYi! Installing my two
lenses in their appropriate
lens assembly cones took
only a few minutes. But
optimizing took some do-
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assembly “cones” (one for use
with a 47mm Schneider XL and
the other for use with a 75mm
Rodenstock Grandagon N), a
folding hood groundglass back,
and a dedicated 6x12 “zoom”
finder (the latter item was listed
specifically for one of DaYi’s
other cameras — a 6x12 panoramic roll-film camera, review
to come later).

ing (see below) Other than installing your lenses, the rest of
the system pretty much snaps
together.
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The helical focusing mounts are
pre-calibrated for the lens you
specify when ordering and cannot be used with any accuracy
with any other lens (of course,
you could always use the
groundglass if necessary). My
75mm Rodenstock Grandagon N
did not line up properly with the
helical focusing marks provided
for the entire range of markings.
I validated the mis-alignment
by using the BetterLight scanning back as a hyper-critical
focuser together with a laser
rangefinder. My findings? While
I could get infinity to 10 meters
to focus accurately solely by
looking at the helical focusing
marks, things began to deteriorate in terms of accuracy as
I approached the 2.5 meter
mark. I was able to verify that
when focused at an indicated
2.5 meters it was nearly 1/2
meter out of focus!!! 1 meter was just as bad. Needless
to say, this is quite problematic. I will probably elect to
remove the markings at the
lower scales and make my own.
Notwithstanding, I was terribly
disappointed in this. The 47mm
Schneider XL had some of the
same issues.

Other Concerns
Hmmm... How to say this?
Well, while the Gaoersi 4x5 is
ingeniously designed (and aggressively priced), the overall
quality of the black finish and
the accuracy of some of the
machined surfaces leaves some
room for improvement. If you
are used to German quality you
will be able to quickly find flaws
in the execution of this camera.
For instance, my 47mm lens
board had
some overly
aggressive
machined
indentations
in the front
The frame-mounting side of
plate to althe rear Graflok back which
low for the
can be oriented either vertipositioncally or horizontally using the
ing of the
shown sliders
screw tabs
that hold
the lens assembly to
the frame.
The result
was that even when the screw
tabs were fully tightened, the
lens assembly rattled around! I
“fixed” this by cutting two thin
pieces of black crepe tape and
placing them in the well created
by the machined areas and the
47mm lens assembly is now
tight. As a side note, the 75mm
shifting lens assembly had none

The nicely-designed
folding hood groundglass
back

The front of the base frame
showing the handle, viewfinder mount, shutter cable
mount, lens assembly locks,
and tripod base plate

one of the many available
viewfinders that DaYi offers
for the Gaoersi 4x5. This one
is a “zoom” 6x12 format

The rear of the Graflok frame
had a similar inconsistency.
Only here was a situation where
not enough metal had been taken off of the machined surface
that the sliding Graflok tabs
mounted onto. The result was
that my Horseman rollfilm back
also rattled around! Grrrr... To
make things “work” I had to
add three layers of black crepe
tape to the Horseman back to
eliminate the rattle. Worse, the
Graflok does not work with a
Polaroid 545 holder.
One soon gets the impression
that this camera is literally
hand-made (which I’m sure it
is). However, it would seem that
for some parts the left hand is
not talking to the right hand! To
be fair, the groundglass folding
hood was nicely designed and
manufactured and completely
precise in execution.
Update: I sent the two offending pieces back to DaYi and a
few weeks later received replacement parts. Guess
what? They “fixed” my
47mm board with chrome
tape! And the Graflok
back now only needs 2
layers of tape instead of 3.
Needless to say, I am perturbed. These guys need a
lesson in customer service.

How it handles
Ergonomically, the camera is
light enough to be held by the
left-hand using the built-in
handgrip. But be forewarned:
a strong left wrist is required.
Worse, if you attempt to use
the built-in holder for the shutter release, the angle is such
that support of the camera
with your right hand is required
to stabilize the camera when
clicking the shutter, somewhat
defeating the purpose of the
left-hand grip. The problem is
the placement of the shutter release itself — it is simply too far
from the grip to be practical.
A better design would have
placed it in the center of the
handle. This is in contrast to the
Linhof Anatomical Grip which
is beyond compare. Ah well, at
least it looks good!
Shooting sans groundglass
If the Gaoersi were to successfully complement my Mamiya
7, then it had to be able to
be used completely handheld
without the groundglass on occasion.
In order to validate this,
I shot a roll of 120 Kodak
Portra 400NC using the
75mm Rodenstock lens.
This images were taken
completely without checking the groundglass using
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of these problems and fits and
performs brilliantly.

only the viewfinder together with the helical focusing mechanism
and estimating the distance using the scale provided. I photographed a variety of compositions and distances shooting at f8 so
that I could accurately determine focus on the resulting negative.
Most exposures ended up being around 125th second or less. As
expected, the results were mixed especially close up. Close-up
shots showed the most variation while distant ones were spot on.
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One thing that became clear was that using the groundglass slows
you down significantly if you are using a roll-film back like the
Horseman, which requires you to pull the groundglass off entirely.
For all the bother of taking off and putting back on, I might as well
be using my Linhof instead (and have access to complete movements). To address this, part of my kit now is a lightweight Stanley
TLM 100 FatMax Tru-Laser Distance Measurer for $100 and couldn’t
be happier — just point to what you want in focus, read the measure,
and dial the focus to the proper setting. Not for people of course!
Summary
There is a lot to like about this camera. I’ve come to appreciate its
many qualities but it is hard to overlook its quirks and the sloppy
customer service. Does it do what I had hoped it would do? Absolutely! I find switching between the Mamiya 7 II and Gaoersi 4x5
quite natural. The two cameras compliment each other quite well.
Most importantly, I can easily
carry both cameras as carry-on
luggage when traveling due to
their compact and lightweight
natures. I no longer fret about
taking a 4x5 onboard an aircraft.
Once again we see ample evidence that investing in largeformat equipment provides real
long-term benefits for many
years. Here I am putting 10 and
15 year old lenses and roll-film
backs to good use with a modern camera that I expect to get
another 10 to 15 years out of.
Try that with a digicam!

Likes:

Dislikes:

 Inexpensive
 Thoughtfully-designed, modular system
 Packs up very well due to its
compact nature
 Lightweight but very strong
 25mm front rise available for
certain lenses
 Supports lenses from 45mm
through 150mm
 Allows both horizontal and
vertical orientation of Graflok
back — great for architecture
 Overall “balance” and feel
 Built-in Arca-Swiss style tripod mount with 3/8” & 1/4”
mounting threads
 Nice “looking” camera
 Bubble level in top of handle
 Groundglass frame is well
designed and finished
 Good exchange policy

 Inconsistent machined tolerances, inconsistent surfaces,
cheap metal used for springs
 Fragile finish seems to wear
off with the lightest touch
 Grease visible in the helical
focusing mechanism (don’t let
this camera get too dusty!)
 “Zoom” finder does not give a
complete view at 47mm
 Lens assembly attachment
screws sometimes allow
catches to get in the way
during cone assembly (due
to rotation) necessitating two
hand cone installation. This
can be a pain in the field
 Sloppy customer service
 Innaccurate helical focusing
 Ergonomics of left handle
make it awkward to actuate
cable release with one hand

“POINT AND SHOOT” 4x5 COMPETITION

Manufacturer

DaYi Camera Workshop

Website

www.focus-dayi.com

Location

Shanghai, China

Dimensions

190mm (7.48”) H, 170mm (6.69”) W, 220mm (8.67”) L

Weight

 2.3 kg (5 lbs) full set w/ 47mm Schneider XL and
zoom finder
 3.2 kg (7 lbs) full set, zoom finder, Horseman 6x12
rollfim back, 75mm Rodenstock Grandagon N lens,
and shift adapter

Shop it against (new) 






Rise/Fall

Front: 25mm/0mm

Rear: none

Shift

Front: none

Rear: none

Swing

Front: none

Rear: none

Film Orientation

Vertical and Horixontal

Expect to pay










$670 US basic set
$792 US pro set (includes reflex mirror hood)
$822 US full set (includes folding hood and finder)
$270-$350 US per lens assembly
$65 US normal Finder
$80 US “zoom” finder
$85 US folding focusing hood
$129 US reflex mirror hood

Shop it against other
alternatives (used)

Fotoman 45PS (no rise, fixed back, no Graflok)
Ebony Finesse (full-featured, expensive)
Cambo Wide (expensive)
Cambo Wide DS (full-featured, expensive)
Hobo 5x7 (simple, inexpensive)
Silvestri S4 (full-featured, expensive)

 Granview (simple, discontinued)
 Linhof Technar (simple, expensive, and extremely
rare. Good luck finding one)
 Sinar Handy (simple, expensive, discontinued)
 Mamiya Press (roll-film only)
 Koni-Omega (roll-film only)
 Speed Graphic (full-featured technical camera)
 Horseman Technical (full-featured technical camera)
 Linhof Technika (full-featured technical camera)
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Handheld examples using the Gaoersi 4x5 with Horseman 6x12 back and Kodak Portra 400NC
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Handheld examples using the Gaoersi 4x5 with Horseman 6x12 back and Kodak Portra 400NC

Photo at left by Megan Sullivan

S

o, when is a zoom finder not a zoom finder? When it is a
fixed length lens that uses an adjustable mask to approximate what you will see for any given focal length. DaYi (and
other camera manufacturers) offer various such adjustablemask “zoom” finders for use with their cameras.
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The one I ordered was listed as covering 47mm-150mm lenses.
Cost? About $80 US, so I can’t complain about the price. One obvious benefit is less complexity and weight. Admittedly this solution
is fairly primitive, yet in spite of that it all seems to work fairly well
— with the possible exception of the 47mm setting. At this setting, the masking mechanism is clearly visible and the corners of
the image are significantly clipped (see image below). This makes

47mm

90mm

65mm

135mm

it somewhat of a guessing game as to what the “real” composition
should be at 47mm. Fortunately, at other settings everything seems
just dandy, albeit delivering an increasingly smaller viewing area as
you increase the focal length. As you might guess, at 150mm we are
talking a pretty tiny porthole to view your composition. The alternative is to carry around one finder per lens. However, with several
lenses in tow this would add considerable weight.
Another possibility would be to pony up the big bucks to purchase a
Linhof Zoom Finder that uses real optical zoom. (or alternatively a
Silvestri or Cambo finder) Some even offer parallax correction when
using front shift and/or macro focusing. Expect to pay significantly
more for such a precision device, even on the used market.

I had no trouble installing and
adjusting my two lenses. However, some people have experienced missing internal screws
allowing the focus mechanism
to turn ‘round and ‘round. If
that happens, feel free to send
it back as DaYi for a replacement and/or repair.

LENS ADAPTER
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Lens locking ring
(showing one of two
set screws)
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How to Calibrate the Helical
Focusing Mount

FOCUS RING

1. Turn the FOCUS RING to infinity (i.e. the lens is fully
retracted)
2. Loosen the LENS locking RING
set screws (there are two of
them, top and bottom)
3. Rotate the barrel between
LENS locking RING and the
FOCUS RING being sure to
focus on infinity by verifying with a good loupe on the
ground glass

your Lens

4. Align the FOCUS RING setting
the infinity mark at the top
5. Tighten the LENS locking
RING set screws
6. Re-check that everything is
aligned and tight
As a side note: I used a BetterLight scanning back and software to verify the focus much
more accurately than a loupe
could ever hope to do. I was
also able to (in)validate some of
the “in between” focus settings
using this technique.

MC

E

[COLLECTOR’S CORNER] Linhof Bi Kardan System

very once in a while, a camera manufacturer
goes out of their way and creates
not only a brilliant engineering tour
de force but also a lasting work
of art. Such is the case
with the very-collectible Linhof
Bi Kardan System of the 1970s.
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There are cameras that perform their
function. Then there are cameras that
do so and also thrill you will the
thoughtfulness and precision of
manufacturing execution. Linhof
quality is exemplary and well
known. However, in the 1970s,
Linhof was under pressure from the
likes of Sinar and Arca-Swiss for dominance in the professional photo studio.
Taking their then aging Kardan system and adding complete, precision studio controls, the result was
the Bi system that while it had a
superficial similarity to the lesser
(and lighter) Kardan system, offered
studio photographers a real choice.
Linhof engineers went out of their way to
be sure to provide “sex appeal” by making
sure that there was plenty of polished aluminum to provide the essential eye-candy.
This of course was in stark contrast to the utilitarian black that we’ve all come to expect with
professional gear.

The gamble paid off. The Linhof Bi Kardan system was a huge success and allowed Linhof time to develop and launch the next generation of studio cameras that finally, once and for all, eliminated
the round rail. This third generation system still exists today
in the Linhof M and GT series.
One thing that deserves mentioning:
this camera is built like a tank — and
it weighs like one too. Don’t think
for a minute that you will want to
haul this baby into the back woods
in your backpack. The Bi is clearly a
studio-only beast.
Which somewhat limits it popularity these days with collectors who
are paying big bucks for smaller,
lighter equipment and eschewing
such beauties as the Bi.
Still, finding good-condition, inexpensive Bi’s is somewhat of a rarity.
When they do show up on eBay, they
can sell for anywhere from $600 up
to $1600 depending upon accessories. Rarer still are bag bellows. I’ve
been keeping my eye out for one for
nearly a year and have yet to find
one. Let me know if you do!
The good news is that such a camera will provide years of reliable service and is still compatible with many current
Linhof accessories.
If you are looking for a collectible studio camera that you can
really USE, then you can’t go
wrong with picking up a Linhof Bi
Kardan System.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S MACHINIST

Modern Accessories:

SPECIFICATIONS

All current Linhof accessories
that fit onto the front and rear
standards for the current GT,
GTL and M cameras fit the Bi
series. These include: Bellows,
lens boards, ground glasses,
fresnels, compendiums, extension rise posts.

Model

Linhof Bi Kardan
System

Manufacturer

Linhof GMBH

Country

Germany

Years
Manufactured

ca 1970-1980

Height

37.5cm (14.75”)

Width

26.5cm (10.5”)

No longer available new are any
parts or accessories that mount
to the rail. These include extension rails, auxilliary standards,
rail clamp. You’ll have to keep
your eyes open on eBay to find
such items.

Length

35cm (13.75”)

Weight (no lens)

4.5 kg (10 lbs)

Expect to pay

$600-$1400 US

Desireable
Options






Also no longer available is the
back spacer. This was needed
to allow Polaroid backs to be
used horizontally without hitting
the U-shaped posts. It was also
needed when using film holders
oriented horizontally or when
using center tilts on the back.

Bag Bellows
Rail Extensions
Back Extensions
Recessed Lensboard

Going digital,
but still need
compatibility?
Give us a call!

Products
• World’s Best Lenscaps
• Original Spanner Wrenches
• New Copal Shutters
• Extension/Recession Tubes
• Custom Threaded Adapters
• Slip-On Adapters
• Focusing Mounts
• Mounting Flanges
• Retaining Rings
• Lens Boards and Adapters
• Unique Bracketry

Services
• Barrel Lens Adapted to Shutters
• Prototyping and Design Shop
• Shutter Repairs and Clear, Lubricate,
and Adjustments
• Lens Board Mountings
• 35mm Conversions

Current models like the GT & M
feature a re-designed back that
moves the uprights forward to
eliminate this problem.

MC

www.skgrimes.com
tel: 401-762-0857 fax: 401-762-0847
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n April 2004, I set out on a mini-sabbatical to Ireland, the birthplace of my great-grandparents.
I was familiar with the country as I’d been there three times previously, but this time I was
on a mission: to photograph the Emerald Isle in large-format digital near-infrared. It was to be
my adventure in IR-land, a double entendre for my surreal walk through the countryside.

Late Breaking
News:
Adventures in IR-land will
be shown at Three Columns
Gallery (Mather House) at
Harvard University from
September 18th through
October 17th, 2006

Why Near Infrared?
We can’t see near-infrared, so it’s impossible to detect its energy or
its effect on any scene. However near-infrared’s surreal quality reveals itself almost instantaneously as soon as you set up the digital
back and laptop on location. Trees and other types of foliage are
particularly good candidates for near-infrared; they reflect large
amouts of near-infrared energy and it shows up in the image lighter than the surrounding areas.
It’s an effect that is both jarring
and unfamiliar, and it results in a
unique, mysterious beauty.

My travel plan was simply to go where the Irish
winds would take me...

There is a trend in color photography that I call “unbelievable reality” — images so breathtakingly
beautiful that there is no equivalent in our ordinary lives. (Think of
Christopher Burkett’s work). In contrast to this trend, I was hoping to create imagery that would be readily familiar in the sense of
incorporating common everyday objects and scenery, yet that also
would present a touch of out-of-the-ordinary surrealness. Infrared
would be my key photographic tool for capturing that believable
unreality.
As I traveled to Ireland to see what I could get in 14 days, I was
accompanied by a newly acquired BetterLight 6K-2 digital scan
back and lightweight Linhof Standard 4 x 5. My travel plan was
simply to go where the Irish winds would take me, shoot images
during the daylight hours, eat dinner after twilight, then retire to
a bed-and-breakfast or a hotel to download the day’s work onto
DVD-R discs, clear my laptop’s hard drive, sleep, and do it all over
again the next day.
I was, however, in for a few challenges.
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One issue with photographing Ireland in color is that it’s so beautiful and green that almost everything you shoot looks like a postcard. Ironically, Ireland is difficult to shoot precisely because of
its magnificence and greenness. As a photographer, I’m trying to
capture an edgier, more surreal look with my art. This is facilitated
by using near-infrared — it immediately changes the imagery in
unpredictable ways.

Challenges in Ireland
First of all, the groundglass to
my Linhof view camera broke
into shards while in transit. I
discovered this when setting
up to take the photo shown at
right. As a result, the first few
shots were captured entirely
without the groundglass. I had
to estimate my focus depending
on which lens I was using, then
I used the BetterLight capture
software on my tethered laptop
to dynamically refine the focus
in real time. Thank goodness it
worked. A replacement ground
glass would be days away.
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The next issue was the fickle
weather, which always plays a
major role in any Ireland-based
story. The incessant gusts of
mischievous winds were especially tricky. Using the digital
scan back is similar to taking
pictures in the 19th century
— things need to stay still for
two minutes or more. This is
because each line of pixels is
captured separately. You can
imagine it as approximately
8,000 one-pixel-wide line exposures captured every 60th of a
second, resulting in fabulously
detailed images that can easily
be enlarged to 30” by 40.”
Scan times, however, are measured in minutes rather than
seconds or fractions of seconds.

IR-land Study #1. Immediately after taking this photograph a sharp gust blew my camera and tripod over
And minutes in Ireland might
as well be an eternity. The light
changed constantly, and the
wind rattled my camera and
blew the subject matter around.
One particularly nasty gust
actually blew the camera and
tripod over!

To produce one presentable
final image I often had to capture a dozen or more photos
from the same vantage point,
which would later need to be
carefully and artfully combined
in Photoshop. Of the 40 images
I shot in 14 days of nearly con-

the first few shots were
captured entirely without the groundglass.

stant wind and rain, 20 met my
critical artistic vision.

following year to complete the
series (which I did).

Finally, on the last day, I awoke
in County Meath to a pleasant
surprise: a perfectly blue sky
and calm gentle wind. Excitedly
I got my equipment together
and drove down the street to a
5,000-year-old megalith tomb
known as Dowth. Standing in
the fresh dew, I composed my
first shot. Then, enjoying the
luxury of not having to worry
about rapidly changing light nor
the wind blowing me and my
equipment to pieces, I set up a
few feet away to compose my
second shot.

IR-land Comes to Life

Leaning over to pick up a lens,
my back suddenly went out on
me — the result of an old injury. Through sheer willpower, I
composed and shot what would
be my final image. It wasn’t
even 8 a.m. With the utmost
care, I packed my gear and
drove to a local massage therapist. Afterward, I took several
Advils, arranged for DHL to pick
up my gear and sadly drove
back to the Dublin airport on
the most gorgeous day I’ve
ever seen in Ireland.
I guess the Irish gods had their
own plans for me that day. But
I walked away with a portfolio
of images which are very satisfying. And I vowed to return the

I decided to take images two
different ways. I would shoot
a near-infrared image first.
Then, if I felt the image would
be enhanced by combining it
with a normal-color image, I
would shoot that second image
in “real color” and use software
to combine the two (see the
Techniques section later in this
issue).
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Fortunately, it turned out that
at least the challenging weather
had a wonderful upside. The
dark skies and overall quality of
the light were far more dramatic than lovely weather would
have been. I learned to seek
out scenes with light that the
near-infrared would emphasize,
which was an entirely new way
of “seeing” for me.

I was eager to experiment with
this in my digital darkroom, and
quite a few of my final images
incorporated that technique.
As everyone is aware, Ansel
Adams regarded the negative
as the score and the print as
the performance. I have always
taken that to heart in my work:
Half the work is in taking the
picture, while the other half lies
in the darkroom. A photogra-
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IR-land Study #9 (Westford)

pher’s job is not done until he
or she stretches, pulls, darkens and lightens to make the
perfect print. I’m sure that if
anyone would’ve used software
tools like Photoshop, it would
have been the master of the
Zone System himself.
Consequently, I spend an enormous amount of digital darkroom time on every image — I’ll
easily put in 8 hours or
more on one picture.
So much for digital
being easier!

I’ll
easily put
in 8 hours or
more on one
picture

The BetterLight
was a wonderful tool for this
project. I’d never
used a digital
scan back prior
to January 2004
— previously I shot
100-percent film. Initially I
purchased it mostly for copying
my wife’s pastel paintings. It
dawned on me that it could be
use for my outdoor photography and that it could take me to
a place that film could not go.
I am also thoroughly impressed
with the exquisite beauty of
near-infrared imagery, particularly those images that are
combined with a natural-light
complement. My “Adventures in
IR-land” images are now part

of a growing body of work, and
these adventures will continue.
I am looking forward to further
developing this near-infrared
technique in New Mexico. My
wife Liz and I love the desert
Southwest as much as we love
Ireland. While one is wet and
full of shades of greens the
other is dry and full of shades
of reds, we gravitate to their
shared similarities: they are
both rural, remote and rugged,
and you can’t get away from
the weather. You are really in
touch with the environment in
those places — you can’t miss
it. It’s in your face.
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J Michael Sullivan

Equipment Used:
 BetterLight 6K-2 digital insert
 Viewfinder 5.0b30 capture software
 BetterLight portability option
 Photoshop 7.0
 Windows XP laptop
 External Sony DVD-R drive
 Valence N-Charge spare battery
 Gitzo 1348 Carbon fibre tripod
 Arca Swiss B1 ballhead
 Linhof Standard 4x5 camera
 Various Schneider, Rodenstock, and
Nikkor lenses from 75mm to 500mm
 Final prints done on an Epson 9600
with Ultrachrome inks on Epson
Enhanced Matte
MC

IR-land Study #9 (Westford), showing sheep trails running up the side of the mountain

[TECHNIQUE] Infrared Luminosity Layering

U

sing layers in Photoshop to combine two images into one to
acheive a dramatic affect is a relatively old technique — I
first wrote about this technique back in 1995 and even then
it arguably wasn’t a new concept.

1

2

3

4

Anyway, all digital sensors are extremely sensitive to infrared light.
Typically a cyan-colored, infrared-blocking filter is placed between
the sensor and the lens so that the sensor can “see” in normal
color without having to deal with the infrared part of the spectrum.
However, when the infrared-blocking fitler is removed, the sensor is
able to “see” in infrared. For infrared photography, most photographers choose to put a dark red filter in front of the sensor to eliminate most of the visible spectrum and enhance the infrared effect.
The resulting images are composed mostly of red and cyans (see
#2 to the right). Needless to say, this is not an ideal palette for
many artists. As a consequence, most digital infrared photographers choose to convert the data to black and white, eliminating
the strange palette altogether.
Another possibility is presented here: use the infrared data as a luminence layer in Photoshop together with an identically-composed
“normal” color photograph of the same scene. The result is unearthly — a scene that combines both the luminosity of the infrared
data and the hue of the normal-color image.
The images described here were shot using a Linhof Technikardan,
75mm Rodenstock Grandagon N, BetterLight 6K-2 scanning back,
B+W 091 dark red filter, BetterLight 3”x3” infrared-blocking filter,
Windows XP laptop, and Photoshop CS2.
Steps:
1. Take a “normal” color image with the IR-blocking filter
2. Without moving the camera, replace the IR-blocking filter with a
dark red filter and take the second image
3. Combine the two images in Photoshop using two layers with the
infrared layer on top set to “luminosity”
4. Result: final combined image

MC

[Parting Shot] Lamy Church Abandoned
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Northern New Mexico is one of my
favorite places to photograph. The
ever-changing light is both inspirational and satisfying to the soul.
No wonder so many artists have
gravitated there! For this particular
image I only used one sheet of film
as I was interested in doing some
detail shots of the telephone poles
shown in the bottom left and was
running out of film at the time so
I needed to conserve. Fortunately
the exposure was spot on and
the clouds and dappled light were
nothing but magnificent.
J Michael Sullivan

MC

Location: Lamy, New Mexico
Camera: Linhof Technikardan
Lens:
120mm
Film:
Kodak ReadyLoad
Size:
24”x36”

I am awed by your project here. The photography, layout and design
is great. The content, valuable and interesting. I’m sure MAGNAchrom
will succeed. — Lance Keimig
The articles are beautifully presented and interesting to even the uninitiated. The interview with Shelly is interesting and her Badass van
well presented. Congratulations on a wonderful job! — Mary Taylor
Congratulations!! You did it!! MAGNAchrom looks beautiful and very
professional — Viola Käumlen
Thank you for producing that tantalizingly beautiful piece of art. Your
first ezine edition looks and feels better than many rags that have
been around for decades – and mine is the voice of experience, as I
am (also) the Editor/Art Director for an international defence technology publication based in Switzerland. I’ve paid my dues over the
years and only wish I had the freedom with my “day job” to produce
something as visually appealing, informative and creative as MAGNAchrom. You’ve obviously committed your heart and mind into this
project and I am confident there is a bright future your publishing
aspirations. I sincerely wish you all the best and look forward to issue
#2 —Johnny Keggler

1.1

Let me commend you Michael for a job well done. The layout and
the presentation is outstanding and the articles are well written and
thoughtful. Bravo! — Michael Kadillak
Congratulations! Looks like this has been a herculean undertaking,
and I applaud your efforts. Full of great information, too! Shelly Lake
strikes me as incredibly accomplished, and articulate, and interesting,
but her work falls a little flat to me. Maybe it’s my taste, maybe it just
needs to be viewed in person. That aside, as a pixel challenged person,
I was never quite clear on how this “BetterLight” scanner [sic] works.
Perhaps I am too much in the minority, but a few sentances on what
it is, and how it works would have been a little bit more illuminating
about her work. The IR Ireland portfolio is lovely, and I now wish I had
managed to get down to see your show. Bugger, that!! Hope to see lots
of great portfolios in here in future. You seem to be off to a great start.
I’m looking forward to the next issue. — Suzanne Revy

Build 2 Release Notes:

I am really enjoying this issue! I love the combination of medium and
large format and I am so glad your article on digital backs is as indepth as it is. Your project is a winner! —Darr Boharsik



Added hyperlinks to TOC



Saved with Adobe RGB 98 profile



1 spelling error fixed



Added lp/mm notation to the digital backs article



Added additional user comments



Replaced mention of “infrared” with
“near-infrared” in the IR-land article

